Subthalamic neurons display uncommon intrinsic behaviors that are likely to contribute to the motor and cognitive functions of the basal ganglia and to many of its disorders. Here, we report silent plateau potentials in these cells. These plateau responses start with a transient burst of action potentials that quickly diminish in amplitude because of spike inactivation and current shunt. The resulting interruption of spiking reveals a stable depolarization (up state) that clamps the cell membrane potential near ؊40 mV for several seconds. These plateau potentials coexist in single subthalamic neurons with more familiar patterns of burst and pacemaker firing. Within a narrow range of baseline membrane potentials (؊67 to ؊60 mV), depolarization abruptly switches single cells from bistable to rhythmic bursts or tonic firing modes, thus selecting entirely distinct algorithms for integrating cortical and pallidal synaptic inputs.
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basal ganglia ͉ bistability ͉ cortex S ubthalamic neurons contribute to the motor (1, 2) and limbic (3, 4) functions of the basal ganglia. Their importance is particularly obvious in Parkinson's disease, in which symptoms improve with high-frequency subthalamic stimulation (5) or subthalamic lesion (6) . Thus, there is considerable interest in understanding the synaptic and intrinsic mechanisms that control firing in these cells.
At rest, subthalamic neurons display a regular pacemaker activity maintained by sustained (7, 8) and resurgent (9) voltagegated Na currents. However, there is little consensus on their firing patterns when they are hyperpolarized.
Studies in whole-cell or perforated-patch configurations have reported a quasilinear modulation of cell firing by current injection, excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs), or inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs) (8, (10) (11) (12) , with nonlinearities limited to small rebound bursts after IPSPs (13) . Consistent with these findings, the in vivo subthalamic responses to cortical stimulation (14) (15) (16) (17) , their synchronization to cortical slow oscillations (18) , and spike-wave discharges (19) are readily explained by the summating contributions of direct cortical inputs and indirect pathways (18, 20, 21) .
Studies in whole-cell or cell-attached configurations have revealed more complex bursts of action potentials or spikegenerating plateau potentials that switch to pacemaker firing with membrane depolarization (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) . These bursts may occur spontaneously (23, 24) , generating rhythms strikingly similar to the multisecond-long oscillations reported in subthalamic neurons of locally anesthetized rats (27) and awake monkeys (28) .
In this study, we investigated the intrinsic behaviors of subthalamic neurons challenged with a wide range of synaptic and current stimuli, during whole-cell, perforated-patch, or cellattached recordings. We found an unexpected homogeneity and complexity in their firing patterns. Independent of the recording conditions, subthalamic neurons display the following four selfsustaining regimes: a resting down state, a quiescent plateau depolarization (or silent up state), a rhythmic bursting mode, and a steady tonic firing mode.
Methods
Slice Preparation. Parasagittal brain slices (300 m) were prepared from 11-to 16-day-old Sprague-Dawley rats, which were anesthetized with isofluorane. Slices were cut in ice-cold artificial cerebrospinal fluid solution (125 mM NaCl͞2.5 mM KCl͞2 mM CaCl 2 ͞1 mM MgCl 2 ͞1.75 mM NaH 2 PO 4 ͞25 mM NaHCO 3 ͞25 mM glucose) and oxygenated with 95% O 2 ͞5% CO 2 . They were then incubated in the same artificial cerebrospinal fluid solution for 40 min at 34°C and stored at room temperature (20-22°C) . Most experiments were performed at 20-22°C. At Ϸ35°C, spontaneous synaptic activity triggered frequent, reversible transitions between the down and up states of plateau potentials, compromising their experimental control by evoked EPSPs or IPSPs. Thus, experiments at elevated temperature (performed with a 37-32°C gradient between the inlet and outlet of the recording chamber) were all carried out in the presence of synaptic blockers (n ϭ 13; see Fig. 3D ).
on plateau potentials (data not shown). The resistance of the electrodes ranged from 3 to 10 M⍀, with no impact on the response properties of the cells.
Perforated-Patch Recordings. Electrodes (3-5 M⍀) were filled with a solution that contained 122 mM KCH 3 SO 3 , 4.5 mM MgCl 2 , 0.09 mM EGTA, 9 mM Hepes, 50 g͞ml gramicidin, and 0.05% Lucifer yellow. The stock solution of gramicidin (50 mg͞ml) was prepared fresh each day in DMSO and stored in the dark. As needed, this stock solution was diluted (1:1,000) into the pipette solution and sonicated for Ϸ1 min. It was used within the hour or replaced with newly made solution to ensure that the antibiotic was not degraded.
UV illumination (at 425 Ϯ 40 nm) was used to monitor the distribution of Lucifer yellow. Emitted light (490-590 nm) was separated with a dichroic mirror (460 nm) and imaged with a PowerShot G5 camera (Canon, Chesapeake, VA). In all experiments, the dye was restricted to the pipette at the end of the recording session.
Measures of Input Resistance in Perforated-Patch Recordings. Conventional measures of input resistance could not be implemented in subthalamic neurons recorded with perforated patches because they did not maintain stable membrane potentials between Ϫ65 and Ϫ60 mV. Measurements below Ϫ65 mV were stable but contaminated by inward rectifying conductances (8, 22, 24) and were no longer relevant to the behavior of the cell in the subthreshold range for activation of plateau responses. As a practical alternative, we evaluated the minimal bias current required for silencing the cell pacemaker activity, for an arbitrary (10 s) length of time. In both conditions, cells reached a similar membrane potential (i.e., Ϫ64.0 Ϯ 2.1 mV) in perforatedpatch recordings during a Ϫ14.3 Ϯ 5.7-pA bias current injection (n ϭ 17) and Ϫ63.4 Ϯ 1.8 mV in whole-cell recordings during a Ϫ5.0 Ϯ 2.8-pA bias current injection (n ϭ 25).
Cell-attached recordings were carried out as described by Morikawa et al. (30) by sealing a patch pipette onto a cell (Ͼ1 G⍀) and applying negative pressure to invaginate the cell membrane into the recording pipette. Without disrupting the patch, this ⍀-shaped configuration yielded electrical access to the cell, as shown by the identical polarity of hyperpolarizing and depolarizing voltage-steps used in this setting and in whole-cell configuration.
The pipette solution contained 150 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl 2 , 1 mM MgCl 2 , 10 mM Hepes, and 25 mM glucose (pH 7.4, with NaOH) or, more recently, 122 mM KCH 3 SO 3 , 4.5 mM MgCl 2 , 0.09 mM EGTA, 9 mM Hepes, and 0.05% Lucifer yellow (pH 7.35, with KOH). Cell firing was identical in both conditions. Evoked EPSPs and IPSPs. EPSPs and IPSPs were elicited with a bipolar electrode positioned on the internal capsule, Ϸ600 m rostral to the subthalamic nucleus. Most experiments were performed with picrotoxin (100 M), a GABA A -receptor antagonist, to isolate EPSPs. As described in ref. 25 , these EPSPs are likely to arise from the stimulation of cortical descending fibers. In a few experiments (n ϭ 9), cells were recorded with 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (CNQX, 10 M) and D-2-amino-5-phosphonovalerate (D-APV, 25 M) to isolate IPSPs, which are likely to engage pallidal inputs (13) . In the absence of picrotoxin, CNQX, and D-APV, subthalamic neurons displayed the same silent plateau potentials, burst firing, and pacemaker activity (n ϭ 12).
Data Analysis. Data are expressed as mean Ϯ SD. Statistical significance was determined with the Mann-Whitney U test. Differences were considered significant at P Ͻ 0.05.
Results
Silent Plateau Potentials in Whole-Cell Recordings. Fig. 1A shows the prototypic plateau potentials that were recorded in subthalamic neurons in the whole-cell configuration (n ϭ 145͞164). They were elicited by brief depolarization in steadily hyperpolarized neurons ( Fig. 1 A Left) or by the rebound response to brief hyperpolarization ( Fig. 1 A Right) . They started with a highfrequency discharge of action potentials, followed by a complete suppression of action potential firing. Spike interruption revealed a plateau depolarization that stabilized the cell membrane potential near Ϫ40 mV. During this up state, the membrane potential averaged Ϫ39.4 mV Ϯ 4.8 (n ϭ 145). This silent phase routinely lasted for several seconds. It terminated spontaneously, often with the firing of a single action potential ( 
A1-A3).
A small number of cells (n ϭ 19) seemed to lack the ability to fire plateau potentials in response to current steps (Fig. 1B) . Their firing patterns resemble those reported in whole-cell or perforated-patch settings (8, 13) . At rest, they showed robust pacemaker activity. When hyperpolarized, they responded to brief depolarizing current steps (Fig. 1B2 ) with sustained firing of action potentials that did not outlast the current step. Their rebound responses to transient hyperpolarization were equally modest (Fig. 1B1) . However, in these cells, pairing of EPSPs with a brief current pulse elicited robust plateau potentials ( Fig. 1B3 ; n ϭ 6͞6). The timing for pairing was critical, with the train of EPSPs being most effective when applied at the end of the current step (data not shown). The plateau potentials evoked by pairing procedures reached the same up state (Ϫ41.75 Ϯ 1.4 mV, n ϭ 6) than conventional plateau responses. They showed the same variability in duration (data not shown). They terminated spontaneously (Fig. 1B3 Right) or could be actively switched off by negative current injection.
These findings highlight a robust expression of silent plateau potentials in subthalamic neurons, which is unique in that it occurs in control conditions. In other neurons, similarly silent plateau potentials are seen only after blockade of critical conductances. For example, in cerebellar Purkinje neurons, they occur after application of ZD-7288 and cadmium ions (31) , in deep dorsal horn neurons after application of barium ions (32) , and in pyramidal CA1 neurons after exposure to carbachol (33).
All-or-None, Spike-Shunting Plateau Potentials. Plateau potentials in subthalamic neurons are all-or-none regenerative responses. As shown in Fig. 2 A, subthalamic neurons responded to current steps of increasing intensity, with passive depolarizations, slow after-depolarizing potentials (Fig. 2 A, asterisk) , and full-blown plateau potentials. Similar all-or-none plateau potentials were evoked by EPSPs (data not shown) after internal capsule fiber stimulation. The transition between subthreshold responses and plateau potential was abrupt. With repeated stimuli (Fig. 2B) , plateau responses showed variable duration, but their up-state depolarization was very stable (Fig. 2 B and C) . Bath application of CNQX (10 M) and D-APV (25 M) abolished the subthreshold EPSPs and plateau potentials evoked by EPSPs (Fig.  2B ) yet had no effect on current-evoked plateau responses (n ϭ 4).
The plateau potentials that were evoked by current injection or EPSPs were compared in 28 cells. They averaged Ϫ40.8 Ϯ 5.2 mV and Ϫ41.2 Ϯ 5.3 mV, respectively. Burst firing at their onset appeared similarly dominated by spike shunting and͞or spike inactivation. In 9 cells, the initial burst showed spikes of diminishing amplitude and increasing rise time (Fig. 2 A and C) , suggesting significant inactivation of their underlying voltagegated Na channels. In 19 cells, the burst of action potentials always terminated abruptly, with minimal change in spike amplitude (Fig. 2B) . This behavior suggests an active shunt of action potentials during the up state. Consistent with these findings, measurements of input resistance using small current injections (Fig. 2C) revealed a 5.6 Ϯ 1.0 fold increase in membrane conductance during the up state (n ϭ 7). In contrast, the input resistance of cardiac cells increases during plateau potentials due to the reduction of inwardly rectifying pacemaker currents (34).
Plateau Potentials, Oscillations, and Pacemaker Firing in Single Subthalamic Neurons. In most subthalamic neurons (n ϭ 145͞174), silent plateau potentials coexisted with the burst responses and pacemaker firing described in refs. 22-26. In the cell shown in Fig. 3A , transient burst responses (black traces) followed brief depolarizing or hyperpolarizing stimuli. In the same cell, plateau potentials (blue traces) were triggered by slightly larger or longer stimuli. Back-and-forth transitions between bursts and silent plateau potentials occurred throughout the recording session (which typically lasted several hours). At any single time, removal of the bias current restored stable pacemaker firing (Fig. 3 A3 and A4) . Identical transitions were observed in single subthalamic neurons recorded at 32-37°C ( Fig. 3D; n ϭ 13) .
Synaptic stimuli were equally effective in promoting burst firing and plateau potentials in the same cell. EPSPs triggered silent plateau potentials (Fig. 3B Center) or transient bursts of action potentials (Fig. 3B Left) in hyperpolarized neurons. Again, removal of the bias current immediately restored spontaneous firing (Fig. 3B Right) . In cells recorded in conditions that isolated IPSPs (see Methods), trains of IPSP evoked rebound burst firing (Fig. 3C Left) or plateau potentials (Right). Note that the membrane potential reached during trains of IPSPs (Ϫ71.2 Ϯ 4.0, n ϭ 5) was close to the reversal potential for chloride ions when measured in conditions that do not alter chloride gradients (35) .
These three patterns of activity (i.e., plateau potentials, burst responses, and pacemaker firing) were extremely sensitive to baseline membrane potential. Minor changes in bias current transformed subthalamic neurons in bistable plateauing cells, rhythmic oscillators, or pacemakers (Fig. 4) . Fig. 4A shows such transitions in a cell challenged by small current steps (40 or 50 pA) applied with different (Ϫ13, Ϫ9, and Ϫ5 pA) bias currents. Similar transitions occurred in cells that were challenged by EPSPs tested with different (Ϫ3.5, Ϫ1.5, and 0 pA) bias currents (Fig. 4B) . In another subthalamic neuron, measures of input resistance during the down state (OE) (Inset) by using small (Ϫ1 pA) 2-s-long current steps (four averaged traces) and during the up state using larger current steps (ϩ10, ϩ20, and ϩ30 pA; 2-s duration). For this experiment, plateau potentials were triggered repeatedly by a 200-ms, 50-pA current step and terminated with a 300-ms, Ϫ30-pA current step (bias current, Ϫ9 pA).
These results present a surprisingly homogeneous picture of subthalamic firing patterns. With the exception of a few neurons, of which the repertoire seems limited to linear responses and plateau potentials (Fig. 1B) , subthalamic neurons displayed quadristable behaviors, because they switched between a hyperpolarized down state, a depolarized silent up state, rhythmic bursts, and a tonic firing mode.
Silent Plateau Potentials and Burst Firing in Perforated-Patch Record-
ings. Silent plateau potentials and oscillatory bursts have not been reported in the subthalamic neurons that have been studied in the less disruptive conditions of perforated-patch recordings. As in refs. 10 and 13, we found that cells recorded in this configuration consistently showed nearly linear responses to depolarizing current injections, with no sign of after discharges (Fig. 5A2 Left; n ϭ 23͞24), as well as modest burst rebound responses to hyperpolarizing current steps (Fig. 5A2 Right) .
However, silent plateau potentials and burst firing were triggered consistently by EPSPs or hyperpolarizing current steps in these cells (n ϭ 18͞23). Whereas a single EPSP evoked burst firing ( Fig. 5A3 ; n ϭ 15͞18) or brief plateau potentials (Fig. 5B) , multiple EPSPs engaged full-blown silent plateau potentials ( Fig. 5B; n ϭ 7͞18) . The latter displayed the same amplitude (Ϫ39.4 Ϯ 3.5 mV, n ϭ 7) as their counterparts in whole-cell recordings, but they were consistently shorter (Ͻ2 s). Long plateau potentials, with a duration of Ͼ5 s (Fig. 5C ), routinely followed hyperpolarizing step currents (n ϭ 7͞18).
Silent Plateau Potentials in Cell-Attached Recordings. To further minimize the influence of recording conditions, we tested whether plateau potentials could be detected in cell-attached recordings (performed as described in ref. 30 ). Most of the subthalamic neurons (n ϭ 23͞24) that were recorded in this configuration showed regular pacemaker firing. Only one of them was a bursting cell (23) and was excluded from this study.
In these conditions, hyperpolarization of the patch membrane with voltage-steps effectively suppressed action potential firing (Fig. 6) . The rebound responses to the voltage-steps included burst firing (n ϭ 7͞7; data not shown) and plateau potentials (gray bars in Fig. 6 ; n ϭ 4͞7), which were identified by their typical signature (see expanded traces Insets). They started with an initial burst of diminishing action potentials (Figs. 1 A and 6 , asterisks), continued with a prolonged period of silence and ended with a single, smaller action potential (Figs. 1 A and 6 , triangles). The duration of these plateau responses varied with the amplitude and duration of the voltage-steps. Occasionally, these silent plateau responses became part of robust oscillatory patterns (n ϭ 2͞7; Fig. 6A2 ) that matched the rebound oscillations recorded in whole-cell configuration (Fig. 1 A) . Such oscillations were not seen in perforated-patch recordings. Plateau potentials, burst firing, and pacemaker activity in a subthalamic neuron recorded at Ϸ35°C. Current stimuli were adjusted so that depolarizing step currents (100 ms long) reached the same absolute value of ϩ50 pA when the bias current was set at Ϫ10, Ϫ15, or 0 pA (Left). The 2-s-long hyperpolarizing current steps reached Ϫ20 or Ϫ30 pA (Right). These results indicate that silent plateau potentials and rhythmic bursts occurred in subthalamic neurons unperturbed by dialysis and, thus, were unlikely to represent an artifact of whole-cell recordings.
Discussion
This study uncovers plateau potentials in subthalamic neurons that could silence action potential firing at the soma for many seconds. This highly unusual behavior is likely to represent a functional property because it was evident in whole-cell, perforated-patch, and cell-attached recordings, and it was engaged in the shaping of the subthalamic responses to synaptic inputs. The fact that subthalamic neurons often fired a spike at the end of their plateau potentials (Figs. 1 A, 3B and D, and 5B) suggests that action potential initiation was not necessarily disabled during the up state. However, the ionic mechanisms involved might be quite different from those engaged during pacemaker firing, possibly relying on Ca spikes if voltage-gated Na channels are fully inactivated.
These silent plateau potentials coexist with conventional burst firing, oscillating, and tonic firing modes (8, 9, 22-25, 36, 37) that has already been described in these cells, resulting in one of the most diverse repertoire of intrinsic firing patterns ever documented in a single cell in the absence of gating-modifying neuromodulators. Thalamic neurons (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) and cerebellar Purkinje cells (31, (43) (44) (45) (46) generate equally complex and varied patterns, but many of these patterns are uncovered by specific neuromodulators (31, 41) . In contrast, single subthalamic neurons can function in the four stable states, namely, (i) a hyperpolarized down state, (ii) a depolarized spike-shunting up state, (iii) an oscillatory mode with rhythmic bursts (23, 24) , and (iv) a tonic single-spike firing mode (8, 9, 22, 24, 25, 36) . By analogy with bistable, tristable (47) , and trimodal (45) neurons, we call them quadristable.
Quadristable regimes of activity in a single neuron raise an interesting problem. To create such patterns, subthalamic neurons do not rely on neurotransmitter modulation of ion channelgating parameters (an approach that generates a surprisingly large number of different firing patterns in very simple models; ref. 47 ). Rather, they seem to select distinct subsets of ionic conductances, within a large repertoire (7, 8, (48) (49) (50) (51) by changes in baseline membrane potential. For example, baseline depolarization from Ϫ65 and Ϫ60 mV might promote transitions from oscillatory burst to pacemaker firing by inactivating the Cav1.3 Ca channel currents (26) that sustain burst firing in these cells (24) .
In vivo recordings of single subthalamic neurons often reproduce the patterns of tonic firing, rebound bursts, and slow oscillations (18, 19, (52) (53) (54) described in vitro as intrinsic to these cells, suggesting that these intrinsic properties might contribute to the shaping of subthalamic neurons output as well as to incoming synaptic inputs. When plateau potentials are ''silent,'' their contribution to extracellular single-unit recordings are less obvious. However, their stereotypic signature might signal their participation to in vivo activity patterns (in particular, to the subthalamic response to cortical activation).
In vivo, subthalamic neurons typically respond to cortex stimulation with a stereotypic sequence of early excitation, short-latency inhibition, late-latency excitation, followed by a lasting late-latency inhibition (16, 17) . Early excitation reflects monosynaptic excitation by cortical afferents (16, 55) , shortlatency inhibition involves the subthalamo-pallido-subthalamic loop (14, (56) (57) (58) (59) (60) , and late-latency excitation results from the delayed disinhibition supplied by indirect corticostriatopallidal inputs to subthalamic neurons (21, 61, 62) .
Although the contribution of these pathways is well established, the most stereotypic features of late-latency excitation and late-latency inhibition (20, 54) also suggest a role for intrinsic plateau potentials recruited as a rebound response to shortlatency IPSPs. The abrupt onset, precise duration, and abrupt termination of late-latency excitation match the stereotypic burst of spikes seen at the onset of silent plateau potentials. The subsequent long-lasting inhibition suggests a silent up state. In this scenario, disinhibition by the indirect pathway remains critical because it is timed perfectly to increase the cells input resistance after the short-latency IPSPs, turning their rebound response from a modest burst [as seen after genetic (19, 63) or pharmacological (62) impairment of the indirect pathway] into a full-blown silent plateau potential.
